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ABSTRACT The wireless body area network (WBAN) has attracted considerable attention and becomes a
promising approach to provide a 24-h on-the-go healthcare service for users. However, it still faces many
challenges on the privacy of users’ sensitive personal information and the confidentiality of healthcare
center’s disease models. For this reason, many privacy-preserving schemes have been proposed in recent
years. However, the efficiency and accuracy of those privacy-preserving schemes become a big issue to
be solved. In this paper, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving priority classification scheme,
named PPC, for classifying patients’ encrypted data at the WBAN-gateway in a remote eHealthcare
system. Specifically, to reduce the system latency, we design a non-interactive privacy-preserving priority
classification algorithm, which allows the WBAN-gateway to conduct the privacy-preserving priority
classification for the received users’ medical packets by itself and to relay these packets according to their
priorities (criticalities). A detailed security analysis shows that the PPC scheme can achieve the priority
classification and packets relay without disclosing the privacy of the users’ personal information and the
confidentiality of the healthcare center’s disease models. In addition, the extensive experiments with an
android app and two java server programs demonstrate its efficiency in terms of computational costs and
communication overheads.

INDEX TERMS Priority, remote eHealthcare, privacy, sensor, smart phone.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the pervasiveness of smartphones and the wireless body
area network (WBAN), the remote eHealthcare system has
received considerable attention and become more popular.
A variety of WBAN schemes and applications have been
proposed [1]–[4] in recent years, including energy-efficient
medium access protocol for WBAN using the listen-before-
transmit manner [2], data forwarding framework between
biosensors and the gateway considering the presence of body
shadowing [3], prioritized adaptive resource allocation algo-
rithm for WBAN based on patients’ medical situation [4].
Considering the limited resource of the sensors, the collected
data streams can not be transmitted directly to the healthcare
center. As shown in Fig. 1, the sensors in each user’s wearable
health system periodically collect the users’ physiological
data, send these raw data to the his/her smartphone for prepro-
cessing. The smartphone assembles amedical packet contain-
ing the user’s preprocessed physiological data, and sends it to

FIGURE 1. Wearable health monitor system.

a WBAN-gateway nearby. The medical packets from differ-
ent users will be randomly aggregated in WBAN-gateways.
Then the WBAN-gateways relay all the medical packets to
the remote healthcare center.

While the WBAN remote healthcare system is popular and
vital, most of the remote healthcare systems require users
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to submit sensitive physiological data, personal information
like age, name, gender, medical history, which seriously
raises concerns about leaking and misusing of users’ sensi-
tive privacy data. On the other hand, the disease models are
precious intellectual properties of the healthcare center. The
healthcare center is not willing to reveal the disease models
to the users or the WBAN-gateways. Some attackers may
crack the users’ smartphones or the WBAN-gateways, and
steal the sensitive users’ personal information and the health-
care center’s intellectual properties. Therefore, a variety of
privacy-preserving schemes have been proposed in remote
eHealthcare system [5]–[8]. However, the privacy-preserving
healthcare schemes based on the encrypted data have some
issues like accuracy and efficiency to be solved. We out-
line the challenges for privacy-preserving remote eHealthcare
system would face as below:
• Challenges on security and privacy. As discussed above,
all the users’ physiological data, personal information
and the healthcare center’s disease models need to be
encrypted. An attacker should not recover the sensi-
tive plaintext by observing the ciphertext, i.e., secure
under ciphertext-only attack. Moreover, it is reasonable
to assume in some scenarios, the attacker knows some
users’ information or some disease models. Even in
this context, the attacker can not recover other plaintext
of the corresponding encrypted data. In other words,
the system should be secure under know-plaintext
attack.

• Challenges on accuracy. To achieve the security require-
ments of the remote eHealthcare system, some privacy-
preserving schemes based on the encrypted data need
to standardize the users’ personal information and
healthcare center’s disease model first. The standard-
ization techniques may compromise the computational
accuracy. What’s more, some randomization tech-
niques like the differential privacy [9] add some ran-
dom values to the computational results, which may
cause medical disaster in some scenarios [10]. There-
fore, the privacy-preserving remote eHealthcare system
should be accurate for medical analysis.

• Challenges on efficiency.Most of the privacy-preserving
schemes based on the encrypted data are involved
with large computational overhead. Recent stud-
ies propose some privacy-preserving schemes with
multi parties [11], which derives large communication
cost. On the other hand, the non-interactive privacy-
preserving schemes are always associated with time-
consuming techniques, such as fully homomorphic
encryption [12]. Thus, the privacy-preserving remote
eHealthcare system needs to solve the efficiency issues.

In this paper, aiming at solving the above challenges,
we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving prior-
ity classification (PPC) on patient health data in remote
eHealthcare system, which allows authenticated users to
periodically send medical packets to the healthcare center
through WBAN-gatways. The WBAN-gateways relay these

aggregated medical packets in a non-interactive privacy-
preserving way based on the packets’ priorities (criticalities).
The main contributions of this paper are as following:
• First, we propose the PPC scheme, an efficient privacy-
preserving non-interactive priority classification scheme
for users’ medical packets in WBAN-gateways. Partic-
ularly, The WBAN-gateways derive the priorities of the
medical packets and relay the packets in a priority heap.

• Second, we develop an android app and two java
server programs to evaluate the performance of the PPC
scheme. The results show that the proposed PPC scheme
is efficient in both computational cost and communica-
tion overhead. The security analysis also demonstrates
that our proposed PPC scheme can preserve the privacy
of the users’ personal information and the confidentiality
of the healthcare center’s disease models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we formalize our system model, security
requirement and identify design goal. In Section III, we intro-
duce some preliminaries for our scheme. And in Section IV,
we present our PPC scheme, followed by its security analysis
and performance evaluation in Section V and Section VI
respectively.We also discuss the related works in Section VII.
Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VIII.

II. MODELS AND DESIGN GOAL
In this section, we formalize the system model, security
requirement in this paper, and identify our design goal.

FIGURE 2. System model of medical packet classification and relay in
remote eHealthcare system under consideration.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
Privacy-preserving remote eHealthcare system has been
studied in both cloud-based outsourced setting and two-
party communication setting between user and health-
care center. In our work, we focus on the communica-
tion between the users and the healthcare center through
relay WBAN-gateways. The WBAN-gateways receive med-
ical packets from different users, and relay these packets
on account of the criticalities of the medical packets and
their waiting time. As shown in Fig. 2, the system mainly
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contains three entities: healthcare center, WBAN-users, and
WBAN-gateways.
• Healthcare center: The healthcare center is a medical
organization, which is professional in offering health-
care service, and has abundant diagnosis models for
different diseases. The healthcare center offers custom
medical service for different users. In other words, it pro-
vides individual diagnosis service for different diseases
for different users according to the users’ equipped sen-
sors. Moreover, it sets different criticality thresholds
for different users with the same disease because of
their different physical conditions. However, the disease
models and the thresholds are the intellectual properties
of the healthcare center. The healthcare center is not
willing to disclose the valuable intellectual properties to
the users and the WANB-gateways. Thus, it encrypts all
the data, and sends the encrypted disease models and the
thresholds to the authenticated users.

• WBAN-users: The users equipped with a list of body
sensors and smartphones register from the healthcare
center, send their sensor list and personal information to
the healthcare center and retrieve the encrypted disease
models and thresholds. The sensors periodically collect
a user’s physiological information, and send these raw
data to the user’s smartphone for preprocessing and
encryption. Then, the user sends the encrypted medical
packets to a WBAN-gateway. The WBAN-gateway will
relay the packets to the healthcare center.

• WBAN-gateways: The WBAN-gateways are responsible
for relaying users’ medical packets to the healthcare cen-
ter. The users’ packets are randomly aggregated at the
WBAN-gateways. These medical packets’ transmission
to remote healthcare center relying on a priority-based
classification schememanaged by theWBAN-gateways.
To simplify the description of our proposed scheme,
we consider only one WBAN-gateway in our proposed
scheme.

B. SECURITY REQUIREMENT
In our system, the WBAN-gateway is considered as semi-
honest, which means the WBAN-gateway would strictly exe-
cute the protocol to guarantee the correctness of the medical
packets relay task, but it has financial incentives to recover
the healthcare center’s valuable disease model, the users’
privacy information. Moreover, the WBAN-gateway may be
compromised by hackers. Therefore, to guarantee the pri-
vacy of users’ physiological data and the confidentiality of
the healthcare center’s disease model, the following security
requirements should be satisfied:
• Privacy. In our remote eHealthcare system, each user
collects his/her physiological information and personal
information, and sends these information to the health-
care for remote healthcare monitoring. These sensitive
personal data should be prevented from leaking to the
WBAN-gateway. Specifically, the WBAN-gateway can
not recover the users’ physiological data by observing

the encrypted medical packets, which means our system
is secure under ciphertext-only attack. What’s more,
if an attacker knows the plaintext of some encrypted
medical packets, the attacker can not reveal a user’s
physiological data corresponding to other encrypted
medical packets. In other words, it is secure under
known-plaintext attack.

• Confidentiality. The disease models and the thresholds
for each user are the intellectual properties of the health-
care center. Same as above, the WBAN-gateway can not
recover the disease models and the thresholds by observ-
ing the encrypted data. In our system, the encrypted
disease models and thresholds would be sent to the
authenticated users. The authenticated users are allowed
to make use of the encrypted data to conduct the pre-
processing for the privacy-preserving priority classifi-
cation, but can not recover the disease models and the
thresholds. Moreover, even when an attacker knows
some plaintext of one encrypted disease model, it is
unable for the attacker to reveal other disease models,
thresholds and the users’ personal data, which is secure
under known-plaintext attack.

• Authentication. Only the users, who have registered in
the healthcare center and gained the encrypted parame-
ters, can conduct the remote healthcare monitoring ser-
vice. The DDoS attack is not considered in our paper.
We focus on how to achieve the privacy-preserving
priority classification task.

Note that, other attacks such as differential privacy attack,
access-pattern attack and DDoS attack could be possible
in eHealthcare system. However, since this work focus on
the privacy-preserving medical packets classification, those
attacks will not be discussed, and would be exploited in our
future work.

C. DESIGN GOAL
Based on the system model mentioned above, our design
goal is to develop an efficient and privacy-preserving pri-
ority classification in remote eHealthcare system. Specially,
the following three objectives should be achieved:
• Efficiency. Considering the real-time requirements of the
emergency healthcare remote monitoring system and the
diversity of the users, the proposed scheme should be
efficient in computation and communication. In our sys-
tem, some medical packets come from users with very
critical situation. Thus, the privacy-preserving priority
calculation for the packets should be efficient.

• Security. The aforementioned security requirements
should be satisfied. The healthcare center’s diseasemod-
els and thresholds should not be recovered by the users
and WBAN-gateway. On the other hand, the users’
physiological data and personal information should be
prevented from the WBAN-gateway.

• Accuracy. Because of the criticality of the eHealth-
care system, the accuracy of the priority classifica-
tion scheme in the remote eHealthcare system should
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be guaranteed. In some privacy-preserving schemes,
the accuracy is compromised. However, in this sys-
tem related to users’ emergency healthcare monitoring,
the privacy-preserving priority classification scheme
should achieve high accuracy.

III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we outline the bilinear pairing with composite
order, the BGN homomorphic cryptosystem and the max
heap, which will serve as the basis of our PPC scheme.

A. BILINEAR PAIRING WITH COMPOSITE ORDER
Let p, q be two large distinct prime numbers of the same κ-bit
length, and set N = pq. G and GT are two cyclic groups of
the same composite order N . G and GT are called bilinear
map with composite order if there is a computable mapping
e : G×G→ GT with following properties:
• Bilinearity. e(ga1, g

b
2) = e(g1, g2)ab for any a, b ∈ ZN

and g1, g2 ∈ G.
• Non-degeneracy. e(g, g) 6= 1.
• Computability. e : G × G → GT can be computed
efficiently.

The definitions of composite bilinear generator and the
subgroup decision problem are shown as below:
Definition 1. Gen is a probabilistic algorithm that takes

a security parameter κ as input and output a 5-tuple
(g,N ,G,GT , e), where N = pq, p and q are two κ-bit length
prime numbers.
Definition 2. Subgroup decision problem is shown as: Let

g be a generator of G, then g1 = gp ∈ G can generate the
subgroup Gp = {g01, g

1
1, . . . , g

p−1
1 } of order p, and g2 =

gq ∈ G can generate the subgroup Gq = {g02, g
1
2, . . . , g

p−1
2 }

of order q. Given a tuple (e,G,GT ,N , h), where h is drawn
randomly from either G or the subgroup Gp, decide whether
h ∈ Gp. The hard subgroup decision problem ensures the
security of the BGN homomorphic cryptosystem below.

B. BGN HOMOMORPHIC CRYPTOSYSTEM
The BGN cryptosystem was proposed by Dan et al. [13],
which is the first ‘‘somewhat homomorphic’’ cryptosystem
with a constant-size ciphertext. The key idea in the BGN
cryptosystem is based on the subgroup decision assumption,
which supports polynomially many additions and just one
multiplication. Concretely, it mainly contains three functions:
key generation, encryption and decryption:
• Gen(κ): Given a secret parameter κ , choose two κ-bit
prime number p, q and set N = pq. Let g be a generator
of G with order N . Find a computable mapping e :
G × G → GT . Set h = gq, which is a generator
of the subgroup G with order p. Output the public key
pk = (N ,G,GT , e, g, h) and private key sk = p.

• Enc(pk,m): Given a message m from a small space,
we choose a random value r ∈ ZN . Output the ciphertext
C = Enc(pk,m) = gmhr ∈ G.

• Dec(sk,C): Given a ciphertextC ∈ G and the secret key
sk = p, perform the calculation Cp

= (gmhr )p = (gp)m.

As mentioned above, the message m is from small
spaces, it suffices to solve the discrete log of (gp)m with
base gp.

The BGN cryptosystem enjoys the following properties:
• Addition in G: Given two ciphertext Enc(m1),
Enc(m2) ∈ G, we have Enc(m1) · Enc(m2) =
Enc(m1 + m2).

• Addition in GT : Given two ciphertext EncT (m1),
EncT (m2) ∈ GT , we have EncT (m1) · EncT (m2) =
EncT (m1 + m2).

• Multiplication from G to GT : Given two ciphertext
Enc(m1),Enc(m2) ∈ G, we have e(Enc(m1),Enc(m2))=
EncT (m1 · m2) ∈ GT .

C. MAX HEAP
A max-heap is a complete binary tree, in which the value
in each internal node is greater than or equal to the values
in the children of that node. The max-heap is widely used in
top-k ranking algorithm. As shown in the Fig. 3, mapping the
elements of a max-heap into an array is trivial: If a node is
stored at index k , then its left child is stored at index 2k + 1
and its right child at index 2k + 2, and its parent is at index
(k − 1)/2, if exist.

FIGURE 3. A sample of max heap.

Because a max-heap is a complete binary tree, it can be
efficiently represented using a simple array. Moreover, given
an array of N values, a heap containing those values can be
built by simply sifting each internal node down to its proper
location.

The cost of inserting a node into a max-heap with N nodes:
the same as the max-heap buildup, the inserting algorithm is
involved in sifting nodes from the leaf to the root. The number
of steps required for sifting values down will be maximized
if the heap is full, which means N = 2d − 1, and the heap
height is d . The cost of inserting a node is O(d), or O(lgN ).

IV. PROPOSED PPC SCHEME
In this section, we propose a non-interactive privacy-
preserving PPC scheme, which mainly consists of system
setup, user registration, user data collection, WBAN-gateway
packet classification and relay.
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A. OVERVIEW
The proposed PPC scheme allows the WBAN-gateway to
manage users’ medical packets based on their emergency
levels in a privacy-preserving way.

In PPC, each user is equipped with a wearable WBAN,
which is comprised of a number of wearable sensor nodes
wirelessly capturing and collaboratively processing physio-
logical signals. These raw data are transmitted to the user’s
smartphone for standardization, encryption before being
relayed to the WBAN-gateway. Some raw data are decimal
numbers. To simplify the implementation of the encryption
technique, the decimal data need to be increased by a factor
of 1000 times and rounded up. We let X = {x1 ... xn} be
the standardized physiological data in the PPC scheme. Con-
sidering the decimal data like the AC conductance for skin
conductance [14], for instance, the original 0.65µS needs
to be increased to x = 650. The standardization keeps the
physiological data positive. Moreover, it ensures the inner
product of the user’s physiological data and the disease model
offered by the healthcare center positive, which is an impor-
tant property for our privacy-preserving emergency relay
scheme. On the other hand, the healthcare center owns the
disease model (a1, a2, . . . , ak ) and thresholds (t1, t2, . . . , tl).
The disease risk score S for the user, can be computed by
S =

∑k
i=1 ai · xi [15]–[17]. We can calculate a user’s disease

risk by comparing the disease risk score and the thresholds
(t1, t2, . . . , tl). For a more comprehensive description of the
disease risk score, the reader can refer to [15]–[17].

Before describing the PPC scheme, we define the priority
classification on patients’ health data in remote eHealthcare
system without considering the users’ privacy and healthcare
center’s disease model confidentiality. The system consists of
three stages:
• Each authenticated user retrieves the disease model
(a1, a2, . . . , ak ) and thresholds (t1, t2, . . . , tl) from the
healthcare center according to the user’s sensor list.

• The user’s sensors collect the physiological data and
send these data to the user’s smartphone. Then the user
conducts the calculation sum =

∑k
i=1 ai · xi. The user

sends a medical packet containing the physiological data
(x1, x2, . . . , xk ), user information userinfo, the calcula-
tion result sum and the thresholds (t1, t2, . . . , tl) to a
WBAN-gateway. Remark, that the user can calculate the
priority for the packet by himself/herself. But to clearly
describe the same data flow over encrypted data in the
PPC scheme, we let the WBAN-gateway calculate the
priority of the medical packet.

• Shown as the samples in Fig. 4, receiving the medical
packet from the user, the WBAN-gateway picks two
consecutive thresholds ti, tj, where ti < sum < tj,
and assigns the priority j to this medical packet. If sum
is larger than the largest threshold sum > tl , the
WBAN-gateway assigns the priority l + 1 to the packet.
Finally, the WBAN-gateway relays all the aggregated
packets to the healthcare center according to their
priorities.

FIGURE 4. Two samples of the priority calculation with sum and the
thresholds (t1, t2, . . . , tl ).

FIGURE 5. Data flow of the PPC scheme.

The proposed PPC scheme is comprised of user regis-
tration, data collection and WBAN-gateway packet priority
classification and relay. Fig. 5 depicts the data flow. The
sensor-collected data are processed in the smartphone as
mentioned above periodically. Then, these data are encrypted,
and processed with encrypted disease model offered by the
healthcare center. The calculated result will be transmitted
to the WBAN-gateway. Receiving these encrypted medical
packets from different users, the WBAN-gateway conducts
privacy-preserving priority calculations for all these medical
packets, and inserts these medical packets into a priority-
based relay heap. Thus, themedical packets with high priority
will be relayed to the healthcare center first. Specifically,
the WBAN-gateway conducts the privacy-preserving priority
calculation based on the encrypted data in a non-interactive
way, which as we know, is very novelty. For the reader’s
convenience, we summarize the important notations to be
used in Table 1.

B. SYSTEM SETUP
The healthcare center is the trust entity in our model
and sets up the system, which takes a security parame-
ter κ , and runs the bilinear generation algorithm Gen(κ).
The output of the generation algorithm are the public
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TABLE 1. Notations frequently used in PPC.

parameters (N , g,G,GT , e), where G,GT are two group of
composite order N = pq, p, q are two κ-bit prime numbers,
g is a generator of group G, e is a computable mapping
G × G → GT . Then, the healthcare center sets the BGN
public key pk = (N , g,G,GT , e, h), where h = gq, and
the private key sk = p. Moreover, the healthcare center
chooses three secret random values α, β, γ ∈ ZN . Further,
an hybrid ECIES [18] encryption algorithm Enc(·) is chosen
by the healthcare center. To encrypt the long user’s physiolog-
ical data vector and user information, we choose the hybrid
ECIES encryption [18] rather than a simple public encryption
algorithm. Finally, the healthcare center publishes the public
parameters pk = (N , g,G,GT , e, h) and the ECIES Enc(·),
keeps the private parameters (p, α, β, γ ) secret.

In order to let the WBAN-gateway conduct the
privacy-preserving priority calculation over encrypted data,
the healthcare center assigns the processing key KG = gαp to
the WBAN-gateway. Further, the healthcare center defines a
hash function H (·) and a set of hash values as follows:

Hi = H (e(g, g)αβp(γ+i)), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tm}

where tm is the maximum threshold for all the diseases owned
by the healthcare center. In other words, for each disease disi,
according to the disease levels, it has different thresholds
ti1, ti2, . . . , tik , and tm = max(tik ). For example, if the health-
care center has threshold t11 = 50 for disease dis1, t21 = 60
for disease dis2 and t31 = 70, t32 = 65 for disease dis3, then
the maximum threshold tm = t31 = 70.
For a user u, we assume some properties:
• The inner product of the user’s physiological data vector
−→
X u and the healthcare center’s disease model

−→
A u is

positive:
−→
X u ·
−→
A u > 0;

• When the user is in normal state for a disease level with
the related threshold tu, the inner product result is less
than tu:

−→
X u ·
−→
A u < tu; On the other hand, if the user is

in abnormal status for threshold tu,
−→
X u ·
−→
A u ≥ tu;

The healthcare center also sends the hash set {H1,H2, . . . ,

Htm} and the hash function H (·) to the WBAN-gateway.
After the system setup, the WBAN-gateway gets the pro-

cessing key KG = gαp, the hash set {H1,H2, . . . ,Htm} and
the hash function H (·).

Algorithm 1 User_Register()
1: \\ Input: (S1, S2, . . . , Sk ), user’s sensor list
2: \\ Input: userinfo, user’s information like name, age, etc.
3: \\ Output: Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k , encrypted disease model

coefficients
4: \\ Output: Tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l, encrypted thresholds
5: \\ Enc(·), an hybrid ECIES [18] encryption algorithm
6: User does:
7: Encsensors = Enc(S1|S2|...|Sk |userinfo)
8: send the Encsensors to the healthcare center
9: ————–>
10: Healthcare center does:
11: decrypts the Encsensors, gets the (S1, S2, . . . , Sk ) and

userinfo
12: finds out disease dis, disease model ai, i = 1, 2, ..., k

and related thresholds tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l according to the
(S1, S2, . . . , Sk ) and userinfo

13: for i = 1 to k do
14: Ai = [ai] = gβaihri

15: end for
16: for j = 1 to l do
17: Tj = [tj] = gβ(tj+γ )hrj

18: end for
19: sends the Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k and Tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l to

the user

C. USER REGISTRATION
Firstly, a user registers in the healthcare center for this
emergency monitoring service. Shown as the Algorithm. 1,
according to the user’s sensor list, the healthcare center finds
the related disease the user needs to monitor. Accordingly,
the healthcare center fetches the related disease model

−→
A =

(a1, a2, ..., ak ) and the l thresholds (t1, t2, ..., tl). Note that,
a user’s number of thresholds l can be different from that
of other users’ thresholds. The healthcare center encrypts the
disease model and thresholds as follows:

Ai = [ai] = gβaihri , i = 1, 2, . . . , k

Tj = [tj] = gβ(tj+γ )hrj , j = 1, 2, . . . , l

where ri, rj ∈ ZN are random values secretly chosen by the
healthcare center. These encrypted disease model Ai, i =
1, 2, . . . , k and thresholds Tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l are sent to the
authorized user.

D. USER DATA COLLECTION
The authorized user equipped with sensors collects the
physiological data periodically. In each round, after stan-
dardization, the user gets the physiological data vector
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Algorithm 2 User_Data_Collect()

1: \\ Input:
−→
X = (x1, x2, ..., xk ), physiological data vector

2: \\ Input: Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k , encrypted disease model
coefficients

3: \\ Input: Tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l, encrypted thresholds
4: \\ Output: C||C ′1||C

′

2||...||C
′
l , encrypted packet

5: user does:
6: prod =

∏k
i=1 A

−xi
i

7: for j = 1 to l do
8: C ′j = Tj · prod · hrj

9: end for
10: C = Enc(x1||x2||...||xk ||userinfo)
11: sends the C||C ′1||C

′

2||...||C
′
l to the WBAN-gateway

−→
X = (x1, x2, ..., xk ). Shown as the Algorithm. 2, with the
encrypted disease model, the user performs the computation
for all the thresholds:

C ′j =
Tj∏k
i=1 A

xi
i

· hrj , j = 1, 2, . . . , l

= gβ(γ+tj−
∑k

i=1 ai·xi) · hrj , j = 1, 2, . . . , l

where each rj ∈ ZN is a random value. The user also makes
use of the ECIES encryption algorithm Enc(·) to encrypt the
physiological data vector and the user’s information userinfo
such as name, age, etc.

C = Enc(x1||x2||...||xk ||userinfo)

Finally, the user sends the data C||C ′1||C
′

2||...||C
′
l to the

WBAN-gateway.

E. WBAN-GATEWAY PACKET CLASSIFICATION AND RELAY
The WBAN-gateway receives the encrypted medical packets
from different users. Shown as the Algorithm. 3, for each
medical packet, the WBAN-gateway calculates the priority,
and inserts it into a priority-based relay heap.

In the priority-based packet classification algorithm,
the WBAN-gateway takes the C ′1,C

′

2, . . . ,C
′
l and the pro-

cessing key KG as the inputs, performs the priority calcula-
tions as follow:

Dj = e(C ′j ,KG)

= e(gβ(γ+tj−
∑k

i=1 ai·xi) · hrj , gαp)

= e(g, g)αβp(γ+tj−
∑k

i=1 aixi)

where j = 1, 2, . . . , l. The WBAN-gateway assigns the
priority of the medical packet based on which hash value
H (Dj),= 1, 2, . . . , l is in the hashset {H1,H2, . . . ,Htm}.
Then the medical packet is inserted into the priority-based
relay heap, the root packet of which is the highest priority
packet. However, it is unreasonable for the low priority pack-
ets to be preempted by the high priority packets all the way.
So a timer frequently increases the priority by one for all the
packets in the priority-based relay heap.

Algorithm 3 Packet_Classify_Relay()
1: \\ Input: C ′1,C

′

2, . . . ,C
′
l , encrypted data got from a user

2: \\ Result: assigns priority pru to the packet, and insert it
into the relay heap

3: \\C :C = Enc(x1||x2||...||xk ||userinfo), encrypted phys-
iological data and user info

4: \\ KG, a processing key
5: WBAN-gateway does:
6: for j = 1 to l do
7: Dj = e(C ′j ,KG)
8: end for
9:

10: pru = −1
11: for j = 1 to l do
12: if H (Dj) ∈ {H1,H2, . . . ,Htm} then
13: pru = j
14: break
15: else if H (Dj) 6∈ {H1,H2, . . . ,Htm} then
16: go on
17: end if
18: end for
19: if pru = −1 then
20: pru = l + 1
21: end if
22: C .priority = pru
23: RelayHeap.insert(C)
24:

25: Relaypacket = RelayHeap.removeMax()
26: relay the Replaypacket to healthcare center
27: for i = 1 to RelayHeap.size() do
28: packet = RelayHeap.packet(i)
29: packet.priority++
30: end for

F. CORRECTNESS PROOF
First, we prove that for a healthy user u, the WBAN-gateway
assigns the pru = 1 priority to this user’s packet, if 0 <
−→
A ·
−→
X < t1. Recall that all the physiological data xi ∈

X are positive, and the healthcare center’s disease model
coefficients ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k are positive. It’s easy to find
out
−→
A ·
−→
X =

∑k
i=1 ai · xi > 0. On the other hand, For the

threshold t1, the WBAN-gateway conducts the calculation:

D1 = e(C ′1,KG)

= e(gβ(γ+t1−
∑k

i=1 ai·xi) · hrj , gαp)

= e(g, g)αβp(γ+t1−
∑k

i=1 aixi)

Because t1>
∑k

i=1 auixui, it ensures t1> t1−
∑k

i=1 aixi>0.
We define a function PH (x) = H (e(g, g)αβp(γ+x)). It is easy
to find out PH (t1 −

∑k
i=1 aixi) is in the set {PH (1),PH (2),

. . . ,PH (t1)}. Therefore,H (D1) is in the hashset {H1,H2, . . . ,

Ht1}, which is the subset of {H1,H2, . . . ,Htm}. So the priority
of this user’s packet is pru = 1.
Second, we prove that for a user u with tbottom <∑k
i=1 aixi < tup, the WBAN-gateway assigns the up to this
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user’s packet pru = up. Same as above, if
∑k

i=1 aixi < tup,
H (Dup) is in the hashset {H1,H2, ...,Htup}, which is the sub-
set of {H1,H2, ...,Htm}. For the tbottom <

∑k
i=1 aixi, we have

the calculation:

Dbottom = e(g, g)αβp(γ+tbottom−
∑k

i=1 aixi)

⇒∵ tbottom <
k∑
i=1

aixi, tbottom −
k∑
i=1

aixi < 0

PH (tbottom −
k∑
i=1

aixi) = PH (value < 0)

⇒∵ PH (value < 0) 6∈ {PH (1),PH (2), . . . ,PH (tm)}

PH (tbottom −
k∑
i=1

aixi) 6∈ {PH (1),PH (2), . . . ,PH (tm)}

H (Dbottom) 6∈ {H1,H2, ...Htm}

Thus, in the line 15-16 of the Algorithm 3, the algorithm
will go on until meeting H (Dup). Then, the WBAN-gateway
assigns the priority up to the user’s packet, which means
pru = up.
Third, we prove that the medical packets aggregated in

the WBAN-gateway will be relayed to the healthcare cen-
ter according to their priorities. As mentioned above, each
medical packetC containing the encrypted user physiological
data x1, x2, . . . , xk and user information userinfo is inserted
into the relay heap. This heap is a max heap based on the
packets’ priorities. The WBAN-gateway removes and relays
the max element (root element), which is the packet with the
highest priority. Then the heap is sifted to be a full tree again.
Moreover, a timer frequently updates the priorities of all the
packets in the heap to prevent too long starving time for low
priority packets.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the security properties of the pro-
posed priority classification scheme. Specifically, following
the security requirements discussed earlier, our analysis will
focus on how the proposed scheme can achieve the users’ data
privacy and healthcare center’s disease model confidentiality.
In our system model, the users’ data privacy involves pro-

tecting the sensitive physiological data in the relay packets
and the procedure of priority classification. On the other
hand, the healthcare center’s disease model confidentiality
includes protecting the disease model coefficients and the
thresholds for different authenticated users. The security
of the remote monitoring eHealthcare system depends on
the underlying standard encryption, and our PPC scheme.
The standard encryption is responsible for preventing the
WBAN-gateway from learning the users’ personal informa-
tion. And our PPC scheme is responsible for protecting the
users’ data and the healthcare center’s disease model while
achieving the priority classification for all the packets from
different users. The ECIES encryption that consists of the
symmetric encryption and the public key encryption is secure
under the cipher-only, known-sample and known-plaintext

attacks. Thus, we focus on the analysis of the user’s data pri-
vacy and the healthcare center’s diseasemodel confidentiality
with our PPC scheme.
Security of the user’s data encryption and the disease

model encryption. First, in our PPC scheme, the coefficients
of the disease model ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k are encrypted as
Ai = [ai] = gβaihri , i = 1, 2, . . . , k , and the thresholds
tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l for the user are encrypted as Tj = [tj] =
gβ(tj+γ )hrj , j = 1, 2, . . . , l. Because the BGN encryption is
secure, without knowing the private parameters {α, β, γ } and
sk = p, it is hard for the WBAN-gateway to recover ai, i =
1, 2, . . . , k and tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l. Moreover, the user’s
physiological data xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k are encrypted in the
C ′j = gβ(γ+tj−

∑k
i=1 ai·xi) · hrj , j = 1, 2, . . . , l, from which,

it is impossible for WBAN-gateway to recover the xi, i =
1, 2, . . . , k directly. As mentioned above, the user’s physi-
ological data xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k that are encrypted inside
C = Enc(x1||x2||...||xk ||userinfo) are also secure due to the
security of the ECIES encryption.

Security of the user’s data and healthcare center’s dis-
ease model in the priority classification scheme. As dis-
cussed above, it is hard to reveal the user’s data and the
healthcare center’s disease model from the encrypted data.
Alternatively, the attacker may attempt to recover the priority
of the user’s medical packet or the inner product

−→
A ·
−→
X first,

then reveal the vector containing the disease model and the
user’s physiological data. Now we show the countermeasures
against this kind of attacks.

The attacker may attempt to recover the inner product of
the priority calculation over Dj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l. However,
each Dj is calculated by the WBAN-gateway with C ′j and KG
as:

Dj = e(g, g)αβp(γ+tj−
∑k

i=1 aixi)

Because both e(g, g)αβp and γ are unknown, it is unable for
the attacker to solve tj −

∑k
i=1 aixi, according to the discrete

logarithm problem. Therefore, the attacker could not recover
the ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k , xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k , tj, j = 1, 2, . . . , l.
Knowing the priority-based packet relay heap, the attacker

may also attempt to recover the user’s data and the healthcare
center’s disease model from the heap. The WBAN-gateway
assigns the priority of the packets based on the hash func-
tion H (Dj) and the hashset {H1,H2, ...,Hm}. The hash func-
tion is non-invertible. The membership operation on whether
a H (Dj) is a member of the hashset {H1,H2, ...,Hm} only
reveals the priority of the packet, which is not a privacy for our
systemmodel. The timer updates the priority of the packets in
the priority-based relay heap. All the operation over the heap
relies on the packet’s calculated priority, which reveals no
user’s physiological data and the healthcare center’s disease
model.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
PPC scheme in terms of computational cost and communica-
tion overhead.
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A. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We have implemented the PPC scheme in java. We test PPC’s
performance in a testbed of a mac osx laptop and one android
phone. We deploy the programs of the healthcare center and
WBAN-gateway in the mac osx laptop. The android phone
plays the role of the mobile user. For comparison, we also
implement a paillier-based privacy-preserving priority clas-
sification scheme. Thus, an ECS server plays the role of the
decryption helper in the paillier-based scheme. The hardware
and software of these machines are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Experimental setting.

FIGURE 6. Paillier-based priority classification scheme.

B. PAILLIAR-BASED PRIVACY-PRESERVING
PRIORITY CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
To clearly evaluate the performance of the proposed PPC
scheme, we propose a pailliar-based privacy-preserving
priority classification scheme for comparison. Shown as
Fig. 6, in the pailliar-based priority classification scheme,
theWBAN-gateway fulfills the priority classification task for
the aggregated medical packets with the help of a decryption
helper, who owns the private key skpaillier and the decryption
algorithm Dec(·, skpaillier ) of the paillier-based encryption
system. The Encp(·) and Decp(·) are the encryption algo-
rithm and the decryption algorithm of the pailliar encryption
system. Specifically, in the step 2, the random number rj
is a small number, which would not make the bit length of
[(tj −

∑k
i=1 xi · ai) · rj] change too much. Moreover, in the

step 6, the WBAN-gateway judges the priority of the packet
according to the bit length of [(tj −

∑k
i=1 xi · ai) · rj], which

means: 1) if the bit length of [(tj −
∑k

i=1 xi · ai) · rj] is close
to the bit length of n, tj is less than

∑k
i=1 xi · ai; 2) otherwise,

tj is larger than
∑k

i=1 xi · ai.

C. HEALTHCARE CENTER’S COMPUTATIONAL COST
First, in the proposed PPC scheme, the healthcare center is
the trust authority who initializes the system including: setup
the BGN encryption, setup ECIES encryption and setup the
hashset {H1,H2, ...,Htm}. The system initialization is con-
ducted only once, so we focus on the healthcare center’s
computational cost in the user registration algorithm.

FIGURE 7. Computational cost of healthcare center for PPC. (a) Disease
model encryption. (a) Threshold encryption.

In the user registration, the healthcare center fetches a
disease model, related thresholds and encrypted these data.
Thus, we test the time for the healthcare center to encrypt the
disease model with the coefficient number of 50, 100, 150,
200, 250, and the threshold number of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50.
Shown as Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, the encryption latency increases
slowly with the number of the disease model coefficients and
the thresholds. For the max number of 250 disease model
coefficients and 50 thresholds, the healthcare center spends
161 milliseconds and 34 milliseconds to encrypt these data.
The user registration is conducted only once for a user, so the
computational cost is acceptable for both the user and the
healthcare center.

We also shows the latency for disease model encryption
and threshold encryption for paillier-based priority classifi-
cation scheme in Fig. 7. The figure shows the computational
costs of healthcare center for PPC scheme and paillier-based
scheme are almost same.

D. COMPUTATIONAL COST AT USER SIDE
Assume that a user gets an encrypted disease model with
k coefficients and l thresholds from the healthcare center,
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FIGURE 8. Latency for user data collection.

the user spends most of the time for the computations for
C ′j , j = 1, 2, . . . , l. For each C ′j =

Tj∏k
i=1 A

xi
i
· hrj , it is involved

of k + 1 exponentiations, k − 1 additions, one division, one
multiplication. The algorithm can be optimized to speed up by
computing the time-consuming

∏k
i=1 A

xi
i before the calcula-

tions of C ′j , j = 1, 2, ..., l. As we have tested, the latency for
the calculations of C ′j , j = 1, 2, ..., 50 increases lightly more
than that for one C ′j , j = 1. Thus, we measure the latency
of user data collection for C ′j , j = 1, 50, which means the
data collection latency for one threshold and 50 thresholds,
and the results are shown as Fig. 8. As expected, the latency
increases much slower when increasing the disease dimen-
sion. Moreover, we test the latency for the paillier-based
priority classification scheme. Shown as Fig. 8, the user data
collection latency of the paillier-based scheme is almost same
as the PPC scheme.

E. COMPUTATIONAL COST AT WBAN-GATEWAY SIDE
In the packet priority classification and relay algorithm,
the WBAN-gateway conducts l mapping operations for the
Dj = e(C ′j ,KG), j = 1, 2, . . . , l. After calculating the priority
of the packet, the WBAN-gateway inserts the packet into the
relay heap, relays the packet with the highest priority from
the relay heap, and updates the priorities of the packets in
the relay heap. Therefore, the latency for theWBAN-gateway
consists of two parts: 1) time for packet priority classifi-
cation; 2) time for inserting the packet into the relay heap
and updating the relay heap. The latency for the second part
is O(d), in which d is the height of the relay heap. We have
evaluated that this algorithm is very efficient and costs not
too much time. So we focus on the first part latency. Shown
as Fig. 9, the priority classification latency increases slowly
with the number of the thresholds offered by the packet.
Even for the 50 thresholds, which is large in real scenarios,
the priority classification latency is 409 milliseconds. The
results demonstrate the priority classification algorithm is
very efficient in computational cost.

In Fig. 9, we also demonstrate the packet priority classifi-
cation latency in the paillier-based scheme, which is involved
of: 1) The decryption helper decrypts the C ′j , j = 1, 2, . . . , l;

FIGURE 9. Latency for priority classification.

2) The WBAN-gateway judges the priority according to
[tj −

∑k
i=1 xi · ai]; 3) The WBAN-gateway inserts the packet

into the heap and relays the packet with highest priority
to the healthcare center. As we have tested, the algorithms
for the part 2 and part 3 do not cost too much. Thus,
we focus on the latency for the part 1, which includes the
communication latency for the data transmission between
the WBAN-gateway and the decryption helper. We test the
communication latency for the data transmission, which is
around 636 milliseconds. We demonstrate the total latency
for the paillier-based scheme in Fig. 9, which shows the
priority classification latency for the paillier-based scheme
is much larger than the PPC scheme because of the large
communication latency.

F. COMMUNICATION COST
Our PPC scheme is a non-interactive scheme, which ensures
the scheme is very efficient in communication cost. We focus
on 1) the communication cost between the healthcare center
and user in user registration algorithm; 2) the communication
cost between the authenticated user and the WBAN-gateway
in user data collection algorithm.

In the user registration, the healthcare center sends the
encrypted disease model Ai, i = 1, 2, ..., k and the encrypted
thresholds Tj, j = 1, 2, ..., l to the authenticated user. As the
BGN encryption is 1024 bits length in our setting, the com-
munication cost for the healthcare center to the user is (k +
l) ∗ 1024 bits. This communication only occurs once for one
user, so it is acceptable for a user.

In the user data collection algorithm, the user sends the
encryptedC ′j , j = 1, 2, ..., l and theC to theWBAN-gateway.
In our setting, the relationship of the length of plain text
and cipher text in the ECIES encryption is CipherTextLen =
(PlainTextLen/BLOCKSIZE + 1) ∗ BLOCKSIZE . We set the
block size to 16. Therefore, the communication cost between
authenticated user and the WBAN-gateway in user data col-
lection algorithm is about 1024 ∗ l + (userInfoLen + 16)
bits, where the userInfoLen is the length of the user’s original
physiological data. Specifically, the communication cost for
the packet relay from the WBAN-gateway to the healthcare
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center is userInfoLen + 16 bits, because only the encrypted
C needs to be relayed to the healthcare center.

VII. RELATED WORKS
As the increasing security and privacy requirements of the
eHealthcare system, a large number of privacy-preserving
related works have been proposed in recent years. In this
section, we introduce the related research works devoted to
privacy-preserving methods around eHealthcare system.

There are many techniques involved in achieving the
privacy-preserving eHealthcare system, such as pseudony-
mization, data encryption, access control, private-preserving
data outsourcing. We focus on three kinds of privacy-
preserving techniques used for privacy-preserving eHealth-
care system: 1) pseudonymization; 2) access control; 3) data
encryption. Most of the schemes proposed in recent years are
hybrid solutions making use of these techniques. We have
also proposed some privacy-preserving works on eHealthcare
system [15], [19], [20]. Next, we review the works applying
these techniques to achieve privacy-preserving eHealthcare
system.

A. PSEUDONYMIZATION BASED SCHEMES
FOR eHEALTHCARE SYSTEM
The pesudonymization is the earliest technique used for
privacy-preserving eHealthcare system. Many protocols
around the pesudonymization [21]–[25] have been studied in
recent years. The key idea is to remove all the information
that can identify the users. The real identity is replaced by
the pseudonym before data sharing or data publishing. The
attacker can not link the pseudonym to the patients. Pro-
posals [26], [27] categorize the patients’ data into two sets:
user-relevant data and personal, pseudonymized data. These
schemes not only deny any link between the pseudonym
and the real users, but also securely store tabled entities of
these identities. However, the pseudonymization solved the
privacy concern in the early stage of the eHealthcare system,
when the cloud computing based architecture is not perva-
sive. Recently, when data information are aggregated from
different data sources, the pesudonymization itself is a weak
protection technique for user’s privacy.

B. ACCESS CONTROL BASED SCHEMES
FOR eHEALTHCARE SYSTEM
The access control policies are proper techniques used for
privacy-preserving. Most of time, hybrid access control
policies are adopted to propose a privacy-preserving access
control mechanisms [28]–[33]. It is common to use the com-
bination of the access control and the pseudonymization in
one privacy-preserving scheme, which stores the users’ data
in an anonymized manner, and shared the anonymized data
according to the access control policies. A patient monitor-
ing scheme [34] was proposed to give patients control over
who can access their protected health information (PHI). The
patients assigns various categories of access to their PHI after
signing the contact with the healthcare center regarding use of

their PHI. A cloud-centered privacy-aware role based access
control (CPRBAC)mechanism [35] was proposed to improve
the traditional RBAC. It is involved of not only the context-
based access control, information sharing among different
could servers, and authorization delegation from the tradi-
tional RBAC, but also four new conditions: purpose, obli-
gations, conditions, organizations to define complex access
control policies.

C. DATA ENCRYPTION BASED SCHEMES
FOR eHEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Data encryptions are widely used in the privacy-preserving
eHealthcare schemes. Some pseudonymization schemes
encrypt the real identities of the user record as the
pseudonyms. Encryption are also widely used in the access
control, such as identity-based encryption in the identity-
based access control (RBAC) scheme [36]. Moreover, a num-
ber of privacy-preserving eHealthcare system are proposed
on encrypted patient data [37]–[44]. Most of these schemes
are build upon homomorphic encryptions, which include par-
tial homomorphic encryption (PHE) [45], [46] that allows
addition of encrypted data, fully homomorphic encryp-
tion (FHE) [12], [47] that allows both addition and multipli-
cation on encrypted data. Recently, many papers [5], [6] have
studied the privacy-preserving health monitoring scheme
with wearable devices and cloud service provider on
encrypted medical data. Some other works [7], [8] improve
patients’ location privacy in mobile medical queries.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient privacy-
preserving priority classification (PPC) scheme on patient
healthcare data in remote eHealthcare system. The proposed
PPC scheme achieves the priority classification and packets
relay tasks, while preserving the privacy of the users and
the confidentiality of the healthcare center’s disease models.
Because it is a non-interactive procedure, the communication
cost is low.We have also implemented an android app and two
java programs to demonstrate that our PPC scheme is efficient
in computational cost and communication overhead.
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